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1. INTRODUCTION 

Let pl, . . . . ps (s? 1) be fixed distinct primes. The set 9C Q of S-units is 
defined as 

p;P= ( *pi”’ * . . . *p,“) ~~~72 for i= 1, . . ..s}. 

Let a, b E Q \ { 0} be fixed. We study the diophantine equation 

(1) a*x+b.y=z2 

in X, y E 9, and z E Q. We show that this equation has essentially only finitely 
many solutions. Moreover, we indicate how to find all the solutions of this 
equation for any given set of parameters a, 6, pl, . . . ,ps. Our tools are the 
theory of p-adic linear forms in logarithms, and a computational p-adic 
diophantine approximation method. We actually have performed all the 
necessary computations for solving (1) completely for pl, . . . , ps = 2,3,5,7 and 
a = b = 1, and reported on this elsewhere (cf. de Weger [I 9891, Ch. 7). The type 
of equation (1) has applications in arithmetic algebraic geometry (cf. Setzer 
[1975], Pinch [1984]). 

2. THE MAIN RESULTS 

We start with the treatment of (1) by getting rid of the denominators. Put 
S=YntN (with N={1,2,3,... }), which is the set of positive rational integers 
with only p,, . . . , ps as possible prime divisors. Let x,ye~F’, ZE Q be a solution 
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of (1). There is a dcS such that da 1x1, d- jyl ES, namely the least common 
multiple of the denominators of x and y. Put d = d, . di, with d,, d2 E N and dl 
squarefree. Then by d E S it follows that dl E S, so there are only finitely many 
(namely 2S) possibilities for d, . Further, let e E Z be the least common multiple 
of the denominators of a and 6, so that e. a,e- b EZ. Put e= ei. ei, with 
el,e2EZ and el squarefree. Now put 

a’=e.e,.a, b’=e-e,. b, 

x’=d-d,-x, y’=d.dl.y, .z’=d,.d,.e,.e,+z. 

Then a’, b’E Z, and Ix’ I, I y’ I E SC N, and on multiplying by d- dl. e. ei 
(= d:. di * e:. ei) equation (1) becomes 

It follows that also z’EZ. We now drop the dashes, and thus we see that 
without loss of generality we may study equation (1) with the assumptions 

I 
a,bEiZ,pJa.b for i=l,..., s, 

(a, b) is squarefree, 

(2) XES, YES, ZEN, 

xzy, 
(x, y) is squarefree. 

Here we thus assume that x, y are positive, which is allowed by changing the 
signs of a and b, if necessary, and the assumption xzy is allowed by inter- 
changing a with b, if necessary. 

We shall prove the following result. 

THEOREM 1. Let be given a, b E R, and prime numbers pl, . . . ,ps. There exists 
an effectively computable constant C, depending on a, b and p,, . . . ,ps only, 
such that any solution x, y, z of equation (1) with conditions (2) satisfies 
max(x, y, z) c C. 

We shall prove this theorem with a fully explicit constant C, and we shall 
show how this (usually very large) upper bound can be reduced considerably. 
This will be of great importance if one wants to find a complete list of solutions. 
As an example of such an explicit result we quote the following theorem, which 
has been proved in de Weger [1989], Ch. 7. Note that we do not list all the solu- 
tions, but the result is stated in such a way that it is only a small task to compute 
all the solutions from it. 

THEOREM 2. Let a = 1, b = + 1, and pl, . . . , ps = 2,3,5,7. Equation (1) with 
conditions (2) has exactly 388 solutions. Of these, 346 satisfy 
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x1250000, ~532000, 21500, 

max(ord,(x), ord2( y)) I 10, max(ord3 (x), ordj ( y)) % 8, 

max(ord5(x), ord5( y)) % 5, max(ord7(x), ord,( y)) I 4, 

whereas the other 42 solutions are listed in Table I. 

Table 1. (Notation: ~,,=ord,,(x),y,=ord~(y) forp=2,3,5,7. Entries printed in boldface are those 

because of which the solution is exceptional, and thus present in this Table.) 

x j x 
2 x3 x5 xJ b Y [ Y2 Y3 Y5 YJ z 

16384 : 14 0 0 0 -1 14175 ; 0 4 2 1 47 
4096 j 12 0 0 0 -1 375 ! 0 1 3 0 61 
15625 j 0 0 6 0 -1 10584 i 3 3 0 2 71 
4096 ~ 12 0 0 0 1 945 ; 0 3 1 1 71 
65625 i 0 1 5 1 -1 57344 i 13 0 0 1 91 
10240 j 11 0 1 0 -1 1215 ; 0 5 1 0 95 
15625 j 0 0 6 0 -1 1701 ; 0 5 0 1 118 
14336 i 11 0 0 1 -1 175 i 0 0 2 1 119 
15625 i 0 0 6 0 1 2 0 1 127 
15625 i 

504 ; 3 
0 0 6 0 1 

i 

1536 ; 9 1 0 0 131 

117649 0 0 0 6 -1 5 2 0 143 
16807 i 

97200 / 4 
0 0 0 5 1 13122 j 1 8 0 0 173 

32768 : 15 0 0 0 -1 JiO 0 0 1 181 
33614 : 1 0 0 5 -1 125 ; 0 0 3 0 183 

129654 ! 1 3 0 4 -1 70125 i 0 0 7 0 227 
59049 ! 0 10 0 0 1 1960 i 3 0 1 2 247 
48384 j 8 3 0 1 1 15625 j 0 0 6 0 253 
59049 j 0 10 0 0 1 0 3 1 257 
140625 i 

7000 j 3 
0 2 6 0 -1 43904 ; 7 0 0 3 311 

109375 i 0 0 6 1 -1 1134 ; 1 4 0 1 329 

137781 i 0 9 0 1 -1 140 I 2 0 1 1 371 
76545 i 0 7 1 1 1 71680 j 11 0 1 1 385 

196830 ; 1 9 1 0 -1 33614 ! 1 0 0 5 404 
117649 ~ 0 0 0 6 1 48000 i 7 1 3 0 407 
168070 j 1 0 1 5 1 30; 1 1 1 0 410 
137200 i 4 0 2 3 1 59049 j 0 10 0 0 443 
201684 ~ 2 1 0 5 -1 1875 j 0 1 4 0 447 
252105 j 0 1 1 5 -1 24576 ! 13 1 0 0 477 
245760 i 14 1 1 0 -1 735 ; 0 1 1 2 495 
262144 i 18 0 0 0 1 5145 ; 0 1 1 3 517 

390625 : 0 0 8 0 -1 112896 i 8 2 0 2 527 
688905 : 0 9 1 1 -1 5jo 0 1 0 830 

1058841 j 0 2 0 6 -1 20480 i 12 0 1 0 1019 
1440000 i 8 2 4 0 1 2401 : 0 0 0 4 1201 
1640625 i 0 1 7 1 1 336 j 4 1 0 1 1281 
4214784 j 12 l 0 3 i 25! 0 0 2 0 2053 
4782969 j 0 14 0 0 1 4375 : 0 0 4 1 2188 
5764801 i 0 0 0 8 -1 9600 / 7 1 2 0 2399 

19140625 i 0 0 8 2 -1 17496 ! 3 7 0 0 4373 
23049600 i 7 1 2 4 1 lj0 0 0 0 4801 

76545000 j 3 7 4 1 1 lj0 0 0 0 a749 
199290375 i 0 13 3 0 -1 686 j 1 0 0 3 14117 
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REMARKS 

1. We note that in order to prove Theorem 1 in its full generality, it is suffi- 
cient to consider only the cases a = 1, b = + 1, by adding the prime divisors of 
a and b to the set of primes pl, . . . , ps. However, this will seriously increase the 
value of the upper bound C. Since we are interested in explicit bounds that 
should be useful for finding all the solutions, it is important that this upper 
bound C is as small as the method of proof permits. Moreover, the computa- 
tion time used by the method for reducing the upper bound depends not only 
on the size of the upper bound C, but also heavily (exponentially) on the 
number of primes s. Thus in our proof of Theorem 1 we will not make the 
reduction from the general case to the cases a= 1, b = + 1. 

2. We stress that the aim of this paper is not only to prove Theorem 1, but 
to show as well that for any given set of parameters a, b,p,, . . . ,ps a result 
similar to Theorem 2 can be proved along the same lines, in a more or less 
algorithmic way. 

3. Equation (1) with conditions (2) can be seen as a further generalization 
of the generalized Ramanujan-Nagell equation 

(3) X2+k=p;l. . . . .p?, 

namely by replacing k by k. y with 1 yI E S arbitrary, and multiplying the right 
hand side by another constant. Equation (3) is studied in Petho and de Weger 
[1987], and the method of this paper to solve (1) is a generalization of the 
method employed there to solve (3). 

3. REDUCTIONTO PELL-LIKE EQUATIONS 

In the following treatment we will allow zc 0 and x<y (the assumptions z> 0 
and xry are used only in the statement of Theorem 2). Thus we may assume 
that a>O. 

Equation (1) can be transformed into a number of Pell-like equations. Put 

x=D. u2, 

where D, f UES, and D is squarefree. There are only 2’ possibilities for D. 

Thus we treat D as a parameter, not as an unknown. Put A = a. D, then A > 0. 
Now, (1) is equivalent to a finite number of equations 

(4) z2-A .U2+y 

in u E S, y E S, z E Z, with z> 0 and (u, y) = 1. We treat equation (4), like one 
usually does with Pell equations, by factoring its both sides in the field 
K= Q(l/d). Note that A is not necessarily squarefree. But since (a, pi) = 1 for 
all i, A is not a square if D# 1. 

First we consider the special 
square). Then (4) is equivalent 

case A =a* for a 6 E H (thus D= 1 and a is a 
to 

z+6.u=b,.yl 

z-6. u=b2.y2’ 
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where b = bl - b2, y =y, - y2, y1 ES, +y2 E S. Subtraction yields 

(2.6).u=b,.y,-b2-y2, 

where now all variables U, y,,y, (apart from the sign) are in S, hence in Z. This 
equation is of the form 

(5) A.X+B. Y=C.Z, 

where A, B, C E Z are constants, and X, Y, Z E S are variables. In the next section 
we indicate briefly how to deal with an equation of type (5). We will return to 
(4) with A not a square in Section 5. 

4. THEEQUATION A.X+B.Y=C.Z 

Let A, B, C E Z be given. We will study equation (5) in X, Y, Z E S with the ad- 
ditional (and obvious) assumptions that pi/A . B. C for all i, and X, Y, Z 
relatively prime. Note that the case A = B = C = 1 has been treated in de Weger 
[1987], Section 5. 

THEOREM 3. Any solution of equation (5) with the above assumptions 

satisfies 

ord,,(X. Y.Z)<C, for i=l,..., s, 

where C, is an effectively computable constant depending on A, B, C and 

pl,...,ps onb. 

PROOF. Let for a given solution i be such that ord,,(X. Y. Z) is maximal. 
Since (5) is essentially invariant under permutations of X, Y and Z, we may 
assume that pi ) Z, and of course also that even p” ) Z. Put 

x/y=py . . . . .p,” 

for x,, . . . . X,EZ (with xi=O). Note that 

ord,,(Z) = ord,,, (~+l)=ord~,($.p:l....*p~+l)z2, 

hence 

ord,, (Z) = ord,, log,, $ + x1 . log,, p1 + *** +x,* log,,p, 
> 

. 

From the p-adic theory of linear forms in logarithms (cf. Yu [ 19871, Yu [ 19881, 
Yu [1989], see also our Section 8) and by the choice of i it follows that 

ordp, (Z) < Cl * log max IXj 15 C’, * log ord,, (Z) 
j 

for an effectively computable number C, , that depends only on A, B, pl, . . . , ps. 
The result now follows at once. 0 
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REMARKS 

1. For the case A=B=C=l and pi ,..., p,=2,3,5,7,11,13 we found 
Cr = 5.6~ 1O27 (cf. de Weger [1989], Section 6.2, which improves upon the 
bound given in de Weger [1987], Section 5.A). 

2. Since the upper bound Cr is very large, it is unavoidable to reduce it 
considerably, if one wants to find a complete list of solutions. A useful reduc- 
tion method is that of computational inhomogeneous p-adic diophantine ap- 
proximation, as described in de Weger [1989], Section 3.12. We use this method 
in the forthcoming sections of this paper as well. Note that its homogeneous 
counterpart (cf. de Weger [ 19871, Section 5 .B or de Weger [ 19891, Section 3.11) 
has been applied to determine the solutions of (5) in the case A = B = C = 1 and 
p1 ,..., ~~=2,3,5,7,11,13, cf. de Weger [1987], Section 5.D. 

3. In the proof of Theorem 3 we did not make any attempts to obtain the 
best possible constant C, (given some result from the p-adic theory of linear 
forms in logarithms). If one is interested in practical computations, it will be 
advisable to do such attempts, e.g. by adapting the proof of Theorem 5.1 of 
de Weger [1987] (or Theorem 6.1 of de Weger [1989], which uses a better 
bound). 

5. TOWARDS GENERALIZED RECURRENCES 

From now on, let d be a non-square. Put K= Q(l/d), then [K: Q] = 2. Let 
o :K-+K be the automorphism of K with cr(dA)= --I/A. For any number or 
ideal X in K we write X’ for a(X), for convenience. Let pi for i= 1, . . . ,s be a 
prime ideal in K dividing pi. Then we define as usual ord,,( . ) = ord, ( * )/eP,, 
where ep, is the ramification index of pi. If pi splits in UK, this defines a choice 
from the two possibilities for Iln (mod p). Put for a solution z, U, y of (4) 

Then b.y=~.~‘, and by (u,y)= 1 we have 

(6) min(ord,,(u), ord,,(y))=O. 

Equation (4) leads to the conjugated ideal equations 
r 

(7) i 

(x)=b. i pi”‘.py 
i=l 

(f)=b’. fi pf%p,!’ 
i=l 

where ai, bizO, and bi=O if pi= p,!, and (b) = b. b’. We need the following 
auxiliary lemma. Note that pi.! b, p;X b. 

LEMMA 4. If &j E K and ord,(c) = ord,(r’) for a prime p, then 

ord,(c) 5 ord,(r - c’). 
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Moreover, if p = 2 and A = 1 (mod 8), then 

o&(0 5 o&((l - W2), 

and, if p = 2 and A = 2,3(mod 4), then 

ord2(<) I ordZ((< - o/21/4) + +. 

PROOF. This is an easy exercise, which we leave to the reader. 0 

We distinguish, as usual, three cases for the factorization of the prime pi in 
QK: it may split, ramify or remain prime. 

~pi remains prime in K. Then pi/A, and if pi= 2 then A = S(mod 8). We 
have (pi) = pi = p;, and from ord,, (x) = ord&‘) and Lemma 4 we obtain 

ord,,(y)=2.ord,~(X)12.ord,(X-X’)=2.ord,,(2.u.l/d). 

It follows, using (6), that 

if pi # 2 then ord,, ( y) = 2 . aj = 0, 

if pi = 2 then ord,(y) = 2 * ai = 0,2, and if ai = 1 then ord,(u) = 0. 

-*pi ramifies in K. Then pi 1 A if pi# 2, and A = 2,3(mod 4) if pi = 2. We 
have (pi) = p’, pi = p;, and ordP, (x) = ordP, (x’) = 3 . ai. From Lemma 4 we find 

ord,,(y)=2.ord,,(X)r1+2.ord,,((X-X’)/2.l/d)=1+2.ord,,(u). 

By (6) we obtain 

ord,,(y)=a,=O, 1, and if ai= 1 then ord,,(u)=O. 

+pi splits in K. Then pi X A, and if pi=2 then A = l(mod 8). We have 
(pi) = pi. p,!, pi # PI. Further, ord, (p;) = 1, ord,,(pl) = 0. Hence ordP, (x) = ai, 
ord,,( x’) = bi . If ai = bi then from 

ordP,(y)=2.0rd&)12.0rd&-X’)/2)=2*ord,,(u) 

we obtain by (6) that 

ord,,(y)=ai=bi=O. 

If ai z b; then ord,, (y) = aj + bi> 0, hence ordP, (u) = 0, by (6). We infer in this 
case 

ordP~(y)=ai+bir1+2~min(a,,bi)=l+2~ordP,(~-X’) 

= 1+2eord,,(2). 

It follows that 

ord,,(y) = max(ai, b;), min(q, bi) =O if p;f2, 

ord,,(y) = max(a,, bi) + 1, min(aj, b;) = 1 if p; = 2. 
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Put b0 = min(ai, bi) if pi= 2 occurs, and be = 0 otherwise. (Note that 
min(a,, bi) = 1 may occur only if pi # pl, hence only if pi = 2 splits). 

Let us assume that the splitting primes of pl, . . . ,ps are pl, . . . ,pt for some 
Ostss. Put 

Z={i 1 lIiIt,ai>bj}, 

Z’={i 1 1 SiSt,a;<bi}. 

For i=l , . . . , t, let hi be the smallest positive integer such that p? is a principal 
ideal, say 

p”‘=(7ri)* 

If h denotes the class number of K, then hi 1 h. Now, RiE K is determined up 
to multiplication by a unit. Thus we may choose ni such that 

17ril > lnfl if iEZ, llcil< I7r(I if iEZ’. 

For i= 1 ,...,t, put 

Iai-biI EC;* hi+d;, 

with ci,die Z, and O~di< hi- 1. Consider the ideal 

a+(2j’“. JJ pid’. n pfd. i pi”‘_ 
isl isl’ i=t+1 

From the above considerations it follows that for given b, K and pl, . . . ,ps 

there are only finitely many possibilities for a. By (7) it follows that 

(8) (X)=e* n (7?i)“’ fl (7Cf)” 
iel iEI’ 

(namely, lai - bi I = max(ai, bi) if pi#2, since then min(ai, bi) = 0; and 
I a; - b; I = max(ai, bi ) - 1 if pi= 2 and b. = 1). Hence a is a principal ideal, say 

a=(o) 

for an QE 6~~. Up to multiplication by a unit, there are only finitely many 
possibilities for CT. Let E be the fundamental unit of K with E> 1. 

Now, (8) leads to the system of equations 

c x=z+uiA =*a.p. n xi”. n $1 
isl isl’ 

(9) 
x'=z-ul/d=ka'.&". ~,n’“.;,ni” ’ 

where FEZ. Put for nczH, ml, . . . . m, E N U { 0} , and for each possible (r 

a 
G&m,, . . ..m.)= _.&?C*.lm,. n .,-~_A.&~~.,.;-i. n nim’, 

20 iEI’ iel’ 

H&ml, . . . . 
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Then (9) is equivalent to 

(10) 

The functions G, and EZ, are generalized recurrences in the sense that if all 
variables but one are fixed, then they yield integral binary recurrence sequences 
when the one not-fixed variable runs from 0 to 03. 

6. TOWARDS LINEAR FORMS IN LOGARITHMS 

Let US write Ui = ord,,(u) for i = 1, . . . , s. Put for each a 

I” = {i 1 1 I is s, ordp,(G,(n, ml, . . . , ml)) > 0 occurs 

for at least one (n,mt, . . . . m,)}. 

Note that since (u,y) = 1 the sets I, I’, I” are disjunct. We proceed with the first 
equation of system (10). Written out in full detail it reads 

This equation (11) bears some resemblance to equation (5), that we were led 
to in the case of A being a square. Both (5) and (11) are derived by factorizing 
equation (4) in Q(l/d), and both are purely exponential equations, with the 
variables in the exponents only. A minor difference is that the parameters of 
(11) are quadratic numbers, whereas the parameters of (5) are rational integers. 
The essential difference however is that in (11) there occur the units en and E’“, 
that may be a priori arbitrarily large or small. Therefore (11) is essentially more 
difficult to treat than (5) was. 

Now, Z, I’, I” depend on a, which depends on the particular solution of equa- 
tion (4) that we presupposed. However, we know that a belongs to a finite set, 
which can be computed explicitly. So if we can solve (11) completely for each 
a of this set, then we can find all the solutions of (lo), hence of (1). 

The set of the a’s may be reduced, without loss of generality, as follows. If 
A = l(mod 8) then b0 = 0,l may both occur, with a = ao, 2. a0 respectively. We 
only have to consider 2. ao, because if u = uo, z = z. is a solution of (10) for 
a=ao, then u=2.uo, .z=2.zo is a solution of (10) for a=2-ao. Hence it is 
not necessary to consider a = a0 if also a = 2. a0 is already being considered. 
By the same argument, if A = S(mod 8) then with a = a0 such that ord,(ao) = 0 
also a = 2 - a0 may occur, so that we only have to consider the latter. Note that 
it may now occur that (u, y) = 2. The condition (u, y) = 1 is used only to ensure 
that I” and ZUZ’ are disjunct. This remains true in the above cases with 
(u, y) = 2. Further, if (ao) # (a;) for some ao, then we only have to consider one 
a of the pair ao, aA. Namely, if the Z, I’ belonging to a0 are IO, Zi, then the I, 
I’ belonging to ah are Z& IO, and then 
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(by using E. E’= + l), and analogously 

Z&$&Q ***, m,)=*ZZ,,(-n,m, ,..., m,). 

From equation (11) we now derive p,-adic linear forms in logarithms, in three 
different ways, according to icZ, I’ or I”. Put 

yi= 4 if pi=& yi= 1 if pi=3, rj=3 if pi25. 

Then yi> l/(pi- l), hence if ord,,(<)z yi for a ~EK then 

(12) ord,(log,,(l f 0) = ord,(<). 

We now have the following result. 

LEMMA 5. Let n, Ci(iEZUZ’), ui(iEZW) satisfy (11). 
(i). For ieZ” put 

Ai=ord,(21/4/a’), 

Zf Ui+rZi>yi then 

ui + pi = ord,,, (Ai). 

(ii). For i E Z put 

Ki = log,, + n ’ lo&, Cc’) - C uj ’ lo!&, (Pj) 
jeI” 

+ C Cj' lOgp,(lrJ)+ C Cj’ lOgp,(71j)* 
jsI jsI’ 

Zf hi*Ci+Ki>Yi then 

hi. Ci + Ki = ord,, (K;). 

(ii’). For iEZ' put 



(Y 
Ki’= log,! - 

( > 20 
+n '1ogp,(E)- C uj'logpi(Pj) 

jsl' 

+ C Cj' lOgp,(Zj)+ C Cj'lOgp,(7lj)* 
jet JEI’ 

Zf hi. Ci + lC12 yi then 

hi. ci + K;= ord,,, (K;). 

REMARK. Note that all the above p,-adic logarithms are well-defined, since 
their arguments have pi-adic order zero. This follows from the fact that I, I’ 
and I” are disjunct, and if A = l(mod 8) from the choice a=20 ao. 

PROOF. For (i), divide (11) by its second term. For (ii), divide (11) by its 
second term, and add 1. For (ii’), divide (11) by its first term, and add - 1. 
Then in all three cases take the pi-adic order, and apply (12). 0 

The linear forms in logarithms Ai, Ki, Ki, as they appear in Lemma 5, can 
be simplified a bit, by incorporating parts of the first terms into the other ones, 
as follows. First we treat Ai. Put 

h*=icm(2,h,, . . . . h,). 

Note that, by the definitions of a and a, 

ah8 =I,“*. n (ni)n’. ;!, (xl)“‘. ir (Pj)“” (2)h*~bov 
icl ;=I+1 

where the exponents ni for 1 rirs are fixed integers. It follows that bh* is 
principal, say 

bh*=(/3) 

for an integral /?EK. Now we obtain 

(13) oh*=+p.c”~. n ,q. n $‘I. fi py,.2”*$ 
1er iel' r=,+* 

where no E z is fixed. Thus 

Put 
/lT=h**/l;, n*=h*.n+no, c,F=h**cj+nj. 

Then it follows that 

Ai” = log,, ($>+~*log~,(~)+~,cWg~,(~)-~,,c~.log~,(~). 

Note that if b= 1 then /?=p’= 1, and thus AT is a homogeneous linear form. 
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Next we treat Ki and K;. Note that the prime odd divisors of A are just the 

ramifying odd primes. By (13), 

h* 
=+p. &“O. p$J. g Qt. i=e+, pyv’. 2h’.@o-Y0), 

where vj=+.h*.ordP,(4A)EZ for i=t+l,...,s, and vc=l if 2 splits, ve=O 

otherwise. If pi=2 splits we have assumed that bc,= 1. Hence the last factor 

vanishes. So put 

K;=h*.K;, K;*=h*.K;, +h*.uj-(nj-vj), 

Z”*=Z”U {i 1 I+ 1 IiSS,Vi#O}. 

Then it follows that 

K;=log,J/3’)+n*log,,(c’)- C u,%ogPi(pi) 
jsI”* 

+ 1 Ci*‘lOg~,(~~)+ 1 Ci** lOgp,(nj), 
jeI joI’ 

Ki*=lOg,(p) +n** log,,(&)- C UF* ‘Ogp,(pj) 
jsI** 

+ 1 CT* log&)+ 1 CT- 1og,$r;,l). 
JEI jeI’ 

Again the linear forms Ki* and K; * are homogeneous if b = 1. Now all this 

leads to the following reformulation of Lemma 5. 

LEMMA 6. Let n, Ci for ieZUZ’, ui for iEZ” be a solution of (ll), let Aiy Ki, 
K,! be as in Lemma 5, and let h*, AT, Ki*, K,! *, n,*, CT, ~7, I” * be as above. 

(i). Let iel”. Zf Ui+l2ir yi then 

Ui+ Ai+ ord,,(h*)=ord,,(A~). 

(ii). Let i E I. Zf hi* Ci + Ki2 yi then 

hi. ci+Ki+ordp,(h*)=ordp,(Kr). 

(ii’). Let iel’. Zf hi’Ci+KI1Yi then 

hi. Ci+ K;+ ord,,(h*) = ord,,(K,‘*). 

REMARK. We will study the linear forms in logarithms AI, KF, K;* for 

arbitrary integral values of the variables n*, CT, UT. Notice that of the 

parameter a only the factor /? survived in these linear forms. This means that 

we have to consider the linear forms for the different A and p only, instead of 

for each a. 

7. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE SOLUTIONS: OUTLINE 

Let us first give a global explanation of our application of the theory of p- 
adic linear forms in logarithms, that gives explicit upper bounds for the 
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variables occurring in the linear forms AT, Ki*, K; *. Then we give our reasons 
for our choice of applying the theory this way, and not other possible ways. In 
the next section we give full details of the derivation of the upper bounds. In 
the sequel, by the ‘constants’ Ci, . . . , Cl2 we mean numbers that depend only 

on the parameters of (1 l), not on the unknowns n, ci, Ui. 
Put 

M=i?l,a;:,(ci), u=mE;x(Ui). B=max(M U InI), 

M*=,rn~,(c~), U*=mE;x(ur), B*=max(M*, U*, In*l), 

N=max(lnel,..., In,l, In,+t-v,+t(,..., In,-VA. 
Then it follows that 

X*+N 
(14) X*sh*-X+N, XI- 

h* 

for X=A4, U, B. We apply a theorem of Yu (cf. Yu [1987], see also Section 8) 
to the p-adic linear forms in logarithms. For AT we find, in view of Lemma 

6(i), 

(15) UC Ci + C, . log(B *), 

and for Ki*, K; * we find, in view of Lemma 6(ii), (ii’), 

(16) M< C, + C, . log(B *). 

Here, Ci, C,, C,, C, are constants that can be written down explicitly. In 
order to find an upper bound for B we try to find C,O, Cl1 such that 

(17) B < Cl0 + C,, - log(B *). 

In view of (14) we may insert and delete asterisks any time we like, as long 
as we don’t specify the constants. In order to prove (17) it remains, in view of 
(15) and (16), to bound In I by a constant times log B. We will introduce certain 
constants C,, C,, C,, and distinguish three cases: 

(a) -(C6+C7.M)InIC,, 

(18) 

I 

(b) n>C,, 

(c) n< -(C,+C,*M). 

In case (a) it is, by (16), obvious that (17) holds. In cases (b) and (c) one of the 
two terms of G, dominates. We shall show that there exist constants Cs, Cs 
such that 

(19) /nI<Cs+C9. u. 

Then (17) follows from (15). 
From (17) we derive immediately an explicit upper bound Cl2 for B, hence 
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for all the variables involved. Since the constants Ci, . . . , C, will be very large, 
also Cl2 will be very large. To find all solutions we proceed by reducing this 
upper bound, by applying the computationalp-adic diophantine approximation 
technique described in de Weger [ 19891, Section 3.12 (Section 3.11 for 
homogeneous linear forms), to the p-adic linear forms _4:, KF, K; *. Crucial in 
that line of argument is that the constants C,, . . . , C, are very small compared 
to c r, . . . , C,. This method leads to reduced bounds for the p-adic orders of the 
linear forms. Then we can replace (15) and (16) by much sharper inequalities, 
and repeat the above argument, to find a much sharper inequality for (17). In 
general we expect that it is in this way possible to reduce in one step the upper 
bound Cl2 for B to a reduced bound of size log Ci2. 

Before going into detail we explain briefly that it is possible to treat (11) part- 
ly by the theory of real (instead of p-adic) linear forms in logarithms, and sub- 
sequently by a real computational diophantine approximation technique (cf. de 
Weger [ 19891, Section 3.8, or Section 3.7 for homogeneous forms), and why 
we prefer not to do so. 

First, note that Ki and K; have generically more terms than Ai, and are 
therefore more complicated to handle. Since K;, K;occur only in case (a), this 
is the most difficult case. Equation (11) consist of three terms, each of which 
is purely exponential, i.e. the bases are fixed and the exponents are variable. 
If one of these three terms is essentially smaller than the other two (more 
specifically, smaller than the other terms raised to the power 6, for a fixed 
6 E (0, l)), then we can apply the real method. There are two ways of doing this. 
Write (11) as 

x-x’=244D. 

First, suppose that Ix-x’l<lx’ld. Th en n cannot be very large, and we j 1 
are essentially (i.e. apart from a finite domain) in case (a). Unfortunately, the 
range for 1 n 1 that can be covered this way becomes smaller as M-+ 00. Second, 

suppose that Ix I > (x’/“‘, or Ix I < Ix’/“. Then we are essentially in case (b) or 
(c). But this area can be dealt with easier p-adically, since here we use the linear 
forms /li, whereas the real linear forms in logarithms used in this case will 
generically have more terms. The areas sketched above, in which we can apply 
the real theory, will not cover the whole domain corresponding to case (a), no 
matter what choice we make for 6. Hence we cannot avoid working with the 
p-adic linear forms Ki, K;. But then it is more convenient to completely avoid 
the use of real linear forms. 

8. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE SOLUTIONS: DETAILS 

We now proceed with filling in the details of the procedure outlined in the 
previous section. We start with quoting Yu’s bound for p-adic linear forms in 
logarithms (Yu [1987], Theorem 1). 

THEOREM 7 (Yu). Let aI, . . . , a,, (n 22) be nonzero algebraic numbers. Put 
L=Q(a,,..., a,,), d= [L : Q]. Let b,, . . . , 6, be rational integers. Let p be a 
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prime ideal of L, lying above the rational prime p. Let eP be the ramification 
index, and fp the residue class degree of p. Write L, for the completion of L 
with respect to ord, (then for all p EL, we have ord,(& = eP - ord,,(P)). Let q be 
a rational prime such that 

q xp * (Pf” - 1). 

Let h(. ) be the logarithmic height function on L, and let 

QZmax(h(aj),fp. (logp)/d) for j= l,...,n, 

such that V,S ... I Vn_l, V,?,=max(l, Vn-r), 

BOz min 
lajsn.b,#O 

(bjl, B,r(b,(, B’z max /bj(, 
IS]Sn-l 

Brmax(Ib,/,..., Ib,1,2), 

Wrmax(log(l+ &.B), logBO,f,.(logp)/d). 

Suppose that ord,(or,) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , n, that 

[L($4, . . . ) cp) : L] = q”, 

that ord,(b,) I ord,(bj) for j = 1, . . . , n, and aQ1 . --* . a,bn # 1. Then 

ord,(c$ * ... . a+ - 1)<2780000. 10.15”~n”+5’2~q2~n~(q-l)~log2(n~q)~ 

(p”-l)++$)‘.(ff-(logp)/d)-(“+2). v,....* V,. 

W 
- log(4. d) 
6.n > 

. (log(4. d. V,? 1) +& - (log p)/8 . n). 

Yu (19871 gives a somewhat more detailed statement giving a slightly better 

constant. We apply this theorem as follows. We have L =K= Q(~D), so d = 2. 

For the (Y; we have a//?‘, E/E’, Xj/Xj’v or /I, P’, E, E’, pj, ~j, xi’. We have to 

compute the heights of these numbers. We have at once 

h(pj)=lOg(pj) if pjZ3, h(2)= 1, 

h(E) = h(k) = + 1 log(c), 

h(P)=h(P’)=~.log(max(l, JPI)~m@l, IP’I)). 

Further, let y =p or y = E or y = nj. Then the leading coefficient of y/y’ is a0 = 
= Iye ~‘1, and we infer 

h(~)=:log(/~. y’l.max(l, l;l).max(l, Icl))=log(max(:y/, ly’])). 
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Hence 

h =log(max(lPI, IP’I)), h : =log(s), 
0 

h 3 =log(max(Inj(, I~il)). 
( > J 

The order of the Lyi is important in two respects: it is required that the q 
for i= 1 , . . . , n - 1 are in increasing order, and that ord,(b,) is minimal among 
the ord#). Since the bj are the unknowns, we should assume that 
Vn’nl I’, I ... 5 V,_ , . In the final bound however, only the product Vi * e-e * V, 

and V+, _ I appear. So the ordering of the v only matters for defining V,‘_ , . 
It follows that we can take 

with the ai in any order, if we define 

V,?, =max(l, Vi, . . . . V,). 

Further, we take (on noting that bi = 1) 

B=BO=B,=B’=max(l,/b21 ,..., Ib,1,2,~.n.(pfo’d-l)). 

Then log(l + 3/4n - B) zfpm (logp)/d. By Br 2 it follows that I+ 3/4n. B < B. 

Hence we can take 

W= log B. 

There are two more conditions to be checked. The first one is that 
op1. . . . . a:# 1. This is immediate, if we assume the obvious condition that 
not all bi are zero. The second one is [K(a:‘4 . . . , u:‘~) : K] = q”, which is less 
obvious. Application of Yu’s newest results avoids such a condition (cf. Yu 
[1989]). Therefore we do not prove this condition here. For the case p= 1 we 
proved it in de Weger [1989], Lemma 7.7. This proof can be adapted easily for 
our general case. 

REMARKS 

1. If ord,(@ * -0. . a? - 1) > l/(p - 1) then 

ord,,(& . ... * a+ - 1) = ord,(b, . logJo,) + ... + b, . log,(cw,)). 

We prefer to work with the logarithmic version, since that is the one we use in 
the computational method of reducing the upper bounds. 

2. In order to apply Yu’s theorem we can take for q the smallest odd prime 
that does not divide h. p. (pf” - 1). 

We now proceed to compute the constants Ci to Ciz. To find C, and C, we 
apply Theorem 7 to /I;*, for all i E I”. Then we find for each such i constants 
Cl,;, C,,; such that, under the conditions 

U;+~;2yi, B*1max(2,j.ti.(pF’*-1)), 
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(where ti denotes the number of terms in A,?), we obtain 

By Lemma 6(i) and the relation ord,( . ) = ep - ord,,( . ), and assuming that 

(20) Urmax(yi-Ai), B*>max(2,-$.tj~(p~~‘2-1)), 
iSI” iSI” 

we see that it suffices to take 

Cr = max ( - (ni + ord,, (h *)) + Ct,i/e,), C2 = max (Czi/e,). 
iEI” iel” 

Then (15) holds. 
Next we apply Theorem 7 to Xi* and K;*, for all ieZ and I’ respectively, to 

obtain C3 and C,. By X”’ we denote X if i E I, and X’ if i E I’. There exist by 
YU’S theorem constants C,,i and C,,i such that under the conditions 

h,.Ci+Kj”2Yi, B*2max(2,4.tiS(p~,“-1)) 

(where again ti denotes the number of terms of K,(“*), it follows that 

ord, (Xi”’ *) < Cs, i + Cd, i * log B *. 

Again, by Lemma 6(ii), (ii’) it follows that, under the conditions 

(21) M2 max B*>max (2,j*ti.(pF’2-1)) 
ielV1’ is/VI’ 

it suffices to take 

C, = max 
ICI” + ord,, (h *) Cs,i 

ieIU1’ hi + hi. ep, 

Then (16) holds. 
We take Cs to C, as follows: 

Note that C, or C, may be negative, but that always -C6<C5. Further, C, is 
always strictly positive, unless Z=Z’=O. Next we show how to take Cs and C,. 
Suppose first that 

n > max(C,, 0). 

Then, from E. E’= +- 1 and the choice of Ici we find by (9) that 
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which expresses that the first term of G, dominates. Put 

P= fl pi* 
iel" 

Then we infer 

P"z fl py'= jx-x’1/2.1/D> 1x1/4.1/0 
iel” 

hence 

Next suppose that 

n < min( - (C, + C, . M), 0). 

Then we find that the second term of G, dominates, namely 

a’ 
2-- 

a 

I 

>F 
a 

Put 

r= fl min(l,17r~l)~ fl min(1, I7ri))* 
iEl iEl’ 

Then we infer 

Ia’1 >----.&I. n min(1, lnfl)“. n min(1, 17riI)‘I 
- 41/o icl isI’ 

>-.E14.p> Ia’1 /a'1 
- 41/o 

-. $1. ~-(l~l-Gm* 

41/o 

Hence 

In 1 < (lop( g . r-c-) + CT. log(P ylog(a. z-9. 

The remaining possibilities in cases (b) and (c) are C, < n I 0 and 0~ 
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5n< -(C,+C,*M)< -c,. So we may take, noting that TI 1, 

C,=max(l,g(~)~gE,log(~~~~c6~c7)/log(~-r’”), -Cs, -Ce), 

c, = (log P)/log(& * z-q. 

Then (19) holds in the cases (b) and (c). Now take 

C,,=max(C,,C3,1C51,1C6j+C3.C7,C8+C1.C9), 

C,, = max(Cz, C,, C,. C,, Cz. C9). 

Then it follows that (17) is true, if conditions (20) and (21) hold. Hence, by de 
Weger [1989], Lemma 2.1, we infer the following result. 

LEMMA 8. In the above notation, 

B*<C&B<C,, 

hold unconditionally, where Cl2 = (CT2 + N)/h *, and 

CA=max 2*(N+h*-C10+h*+C,,.log(h*.C1,)), max(h*.(y;--&)+N), 
rel” 

2, i,~~~;xu, (~. ti. (pif”*- 1)) . 

PROOF. Clear. q 

REMARKS 

1. Theorem 1 is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3 and Lemma 8. 
2. In practice, almost always the first term in the max-definition of C$ 

dominates. Moreover, the term N will in practice disappear in the rounding off. 
Similarly, in the definitions of C,e and Ci,, the dominating factors are in 
practice Ci to C,. 

9. THE REDUCTION TECHNIQUE 

We now want to reduce the upper bound Cl2 for B (or Cz for B*, which is 
equivalent), to a much smaller upper bound. That can be done using thep-adic 
computational diophantine approximation technique described in de Weger 
[ 19891, Section 3.12 (or Section 3.11 for homogeneous linear forms). 

One has to perform this procedure for /1 =/ljr, KF, K;*, for the relevant i. 
The computational bottlenecks are the computation of the p-adic logarithms to 
the desired precision, and the application of the L3-Algorithm. We refer to de 
Weger [1989], Chapter 3 for further details. Once we have found reduced 
bounds for ord&l) for the above mentioned A, we combine these bounds 
with Lemma 6 and with estimates (14), (18) and (19) to find reduced bounds 
for B and B*. Generically these bounds are of the size of log Ci2. We do not 
work this out any further, but refer instead to Chapter 7 of de Weger [1989], 
where an example (with b= 1) is treated to the bottom. 
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When reduced upper bounds for B, B * are found in this way, we may try the 
above procedure again, with Cr2, CA replaced by their reduced analogons. We 
may repeat the argument as long as improvement is still being made. But at a 
certain stage, usually near to the actual largest solution, the procedure will not 
yield any further improvement. Then we have to find all solutions by some 
other method. One technique that may be useful is the algorithm of Fincke and 
Pohst (cf. Fincke and Pohst [1985] or de Weger [1989], Section 3.6). Another 
way is to search directly for solutions of the original diophantine equation 
below the reduced bounds. For our equation (1) this may well be done by 
employing congruence arguments for finding all solutions of the second 
equation of system (10) below the obtained bounds. 
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